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Unit 8. 
Approaches to the improvement of 

skill development in English as skill development in English as 
framed within linguistic 

multicompetence: 
perspectives for practiceperspectives for practice.

NOTE: All the references used in this material appear in full in the final NOTE: All the references used in this material appear in full in the final 
section (Selected References), together with other  relevant sources.
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I. INTRODUCTION: objectives and rationale

• Revise Dr. Dueñas’ material on Evolución Metodología

• RATIONALE: Getting to know what was done in the past helps to 
– a) better understand present practices and their past 

t i i ftriggering forces;
– b) to predict new possible directions

• OBJECTIVE: To perform a diachronic analytical comparison of 
several ELT methods in terms of their approach to the 
d l t f killdevelopment of skills. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: objectives and rationale

• Foreign languages were officially introduced in school syllabi in 
the 19th century

• We will examine 5 main methods in FLT:• We will examine 5 main methods in FLT: 

1. Grammar-Translation Method (G-T)( )
2. Ollendorff’s Method
3. Direct Method (DM)
4. Situational Language Teaching Method (SLT)
5. Communicative Language Teaching Method  (CLT)
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II. GRAMMAR-TRANSLATION METHOD (G-T)

• Many contemporary authors, implicitly or explicitly, do not hold 
the Grammar-Translation Method in great esteem (Titone
(1968) Ri h d d R d (2001))(1968), Richards and Rodgers (2001)). 

• Features of the G-T: 
– grammatical rules, 
– memorisation of vocabulary and of various declensions 

d j tiand conjugations, 
– translation of texts and written exercises.

Th hil h ll d th l j f th hThe philosopher pulled the lower jaw of the hen.
My sons have bought the mirrors of the Duke.

f fThe cat of my aunt is more treacherous than the dog of 
your uncle.

Wh t th kill t d i th G T?• What are the skills promoted in the G-T?: 
READING AND WRITING (mostly literary texts) 6



III. OLLENDORFF’S PRACTICAL METHOD 

(Adapted from Criado-Sánchez (2008) Activity Sequencing in Foreign Language Teaching: Psychological and(Adapted from Criado Sánchez (2008). Activity Sequencing in Foreign Language Teaching: Psychological and 
Pedagogic Considerations in Late 19th Century and 21st Century Materials. In R. Monroy & A. Sánchez (Eds.), 25 
años de Lingüística Aplicada en España: Hitos y Retos. / 25 years of Applied Linguistics in Spain: Milestones and 
Challenges (pp. 309-320).  Murcia: Editum. Servicio de Publicaciones de la Universidad de Murcia).

1835: Nouvelle Méthode pour apprendre à lire, à écrire et à parler une langue en six 
mois, appliquée à l’allemand

• Very popular in Europe and in the United States until Berlitz’s schools apeared in the 
1880s and 1890s (Howatt (2004: 159)). 

Oll d ff’ t i l• Ollendorff’s materials : 
– gradation from simple to complex so as to make the grammar accessible enough for 

the learners. 
extraordinary emphasis on oral practice through the question and answer technique:– extraordinary emphasis on oral practice through the question-and-answer technique: 
‘interaction principle’ (“maestro y alumno no pierden el tiempo: el uno lee la lección, 
el otro sigue con las respuestas; uno corrige, el otro responde. Ambos hablan sin 
cesar” (Sánchez, 1997: 102))( ))

• Labelled as one of the most characteristic names of the Grammar-Translation 
Method (Richards and Rodgers (2001), for instance). 
E ti Sá h (1997) d H tt (2004) “Th ll b dExceptions:  Sánchez (1997) and Howatt (2004). “The really bad grammar-
translation coursebooks were not those written by well-known names such as 
Ahn and Ollendorff” (Howatt, 2004: 156). 7



Velázquez, M. & Simonée, T. (1895). Ollendorff’s New Method of Learning to Read, Write, and Speak the Spanish
Language. New York: D. Appleton and Company. (Lesson 43rd).
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• Ollendorff’s supporters shaped his method, the final version of 
hi h i t d f th f ll i t (Sá h 1997 105)which consisted of the following steps (Sánchez, 1997: 105): 

1. Grammar rules followed by illustrative examples;1. Grammar rules followed by illustrative examples; 
2. Vocabulary list, sometimes organised in thematic areas, which 

amplified the illustration of grammar rules; 
3 Topics of direct and inverse translation so that the vocabulary was3. Topics of direct and inverse translation so that the vocabulary was 

used again in an attempt to practise the initial grammar rules. 

This, with the exception of direct translation, is the lesson 
structure model found in Velázquez and Simonée’s textbook.
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Velázquez, M. and T. Simonée. 1895. Ollendorff’s New Method of  Learning to Read, Write, and Speak 
the Spanish Language. New York: D. Appleton and Company. (Lesson 43rd).

Structure: 
1) A nine-sentence rule in the students’ L1 (English). Topic : passive voice. 

2) Sentences to illustrate the previous rule.

3) A bilingual vocabulary list (the column on the left in the L1 and the one on 
the right in the Spanish L2). 

a) A list of adjectives of human positive and negative qualities  which will 
be used to further illustrate the rulebe used to further illustrate the rule. 

b) The vocabulary is shown both isolated and in sentences which 
constitute illustrative examples of the rule.

4)  Once the lexicon is memorised, both grammar and vocabulary are later 
reinforced in the exercises part by means of the oral translation into the L2 
of similar sentences as in 3 (inverse translation); for example:of similar sentences as in 3 (inverse translation); for example:

Is our friend loved by his masters? - He is loved and praised by them, because he 
is studious and good; but his brother is despised by his, because he is naughty 
and idle.
(lines 14-17 of the ‘Exercises’ section). 10



• SKILLS PROMOTED:  
– Listening and speaking (listening and answering questions)

M i l ti f t t th th t l t i i li t i– Manipulation of structures rather than actual training on listening 
subskills and speaking (attention to  types of spoken discourse, 
for instance; see Unit 7, slide 47)

• What are the underlying cognitive processes/types of 
knowledge?
1) Declarative knowledge (grammar)
2) Declarative knowledge (grammar)2) Declarative knowledge (grammar)
3) Declarative knowledge (vocabulary)
4) Beginning of proceduralisation) g g p
(quite restricted nature of the output practised in the ‘Exercises’  →
not complete proceduralisation and automatisation)
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IV. DIRECT METHOD (commonly equated with BERLITZ METHOD)
• A reaction against the Grammar-Translation Method in the late 19th century and first third of the g y

20th century

• Why is it called “Direct” method?

N l h d L1 i i iNatural method = L1 acquisition

• Principles of Berlitz schools:
– Never translate: demonstrate
– Never explain: act
– Never make a speech: ask questions
– Never imitate mistakes: correct

Ne er speak ith single ords se sentences– Never speak with single words: use sentences
– Never speak too much: make the students speak too much
– Never use the book: use your lesson plan
– Never jump around: follow your planNever jump around: follow your plan
– Never go too fast: keep the pace of the student
– Never speak too slowly: speak normally
– Never speak too quickly: speak naturally
– Never speak too loudly: speak naturally
– Never be impatient: take it easy 
(Titone, 1968: 100-101). 

• Approach to grammar teaching? Language of instruction?
• Distinctive pedagogical technique: Question-and -answer exchanges between teachers and 

students in small, intensive classes 12



• Berlitz, M. D. (1931). Berlitz Method for Teaching Modern Languages English Part. First Book. 
Appendix A.2. Lesson seven

Berlitz, M. D. (1931). Berlitz Method for Teaching Modern Languages English Part. First Book. Lesson seven

pp
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• Any resemblance with Ollendorff’s Method?

• SKILLS PROMOTED:  
– Listening and speaking (listening and answering questions).Listening and speaking (listening and answering questions).  
– In following books (Part 2): some reading
– No systematic attempt at teaching listening 

subskills/strategies or speaking production as described in 
Unit 7. 

• Criticised for lacking a rigorously basis in applied linguistic 
theory. Largely dependent on the teacher’s skill, rather than on 

t tb k (Ri h d & R d 2001)a textbook (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). 
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• What are the underlying cognitive 
processes/types of knowledge in Lesson 7?processes/types of knowledge in Lesson 7?
– Beginning of proceduralisation (similar to L1 

acquisition). But remember the risks of PRO alone 
(Unit 6, slide 17)! 

– Some declarative knowledge inductively learned 
through repetition. (See previous point, though, 
concerning the risks of PRO alone!) 

– How do you think the method is successful in y
grammar and vocabulary teaching?

• So watch out for “modern” methods which• So watch out for modern  methods which 
base their alleged success on natural
learning for L2 adult students!learning for L2 adult students!
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V. SITUATIONAL LANGUAGE TEACHING METHOD  (SLT) (British 
variety of the Structural Methods)variety of the Structural Methods) 

• Structurally based methods
AUDIOLINGUAL METHOD (N h A i i )– AUDIOLINGUAL METHOD (North-American variety)

– SITUATIONAL LANGUAGE TEACHING METHOD (SLT) (British 
version)

– AUDIO-VISUAL STRUCTURO-GLOBAL METHOD (AVSG): French 
variety

St t ll b d th d b t l l i th• Structurally based methods became extremely popular in the 
classroom all over the world in the 1960s and early 1970s. 

• Most distinctive pedagogical technique: drills (Lado, 1964)

• Partial failure of the Natural Method (Direct Method) →
British Applied Linguists (1920s, 1930s): Harold Palmer, A. S.British Applied Linguists (1920s, 1930s): Harold Palmer, A. S. 
Hornby…: THE ORAL APPROACH AND SITUATIONAL LANGUAGE 
TEACHING

• The Oral Approach was the accepted British approach to EnglishThe Oral Approach was the accepted British approach to English 
Language Teaching by the 1950s. 

• Other terms: Situational Approach; Structural Situational Approach 16



“An oral approach should not be confused with theAn oral approach should not be confused with the 
obsolete Direct Method, which meant only that the 
learner was bewildered by a flow of ungraded speechlearner was bewildered by a flow of ungraded speech, 
suffering all the difficulties he would have encountered 
i i ki th l i it l i tin picking up the language in its normal environment 
and losing most of the compensating benefits of better 

t t li ti i th i t ”contextualization in those circumstances”. 
(Pattison, 1964: 4)
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Alexander, L. G. (1967). First Things First. New Concept English (Vol. 1). London: Longmans. Teaching unit 36 
(students’ lessons 71 and 72)
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Alexander, L. G. (1967). First Things First. New Concept English (Vol. 1). London: 
Longmans. Teaching unit 36 (students’ lessons 71 and 72)
Summarised lesson planning of Alexander’s unit (for the whole lesson planning, see p g ( p g,
Criado-Sánchez (2005) and Criado-Sánchez (2010)).
• Aural/oral procedure 

listening with the books shut and open with only pictures; listening with books shutlistening with the books shut and open with only pictures; listening with books shut 
and repeating after teacher; reading aloud

• Comprehension questions 
– Teacher: ‘Is Ron Marston nice?’; Student: ‘No, he isn’t’;Teacher: Is Ron Marston nice? ; Student: No, he isn t ;
– Teacher: ‘Who telephoned four times yesterday?’; Student: ‘Ron Marston did’; 
– Teacher: ‘Did Ron Marston telephone three times yesterday?’; Student: ‘He didn’t telephone 

three times yesterday. He telephoned four times’; 
– General questions with when, where, what, why, how many times, etc.

• Pattern drill 
– Teacher: ‘When did he phone?’p
– Students: ‘He telephoned last night’

• Repetition drill 
Teacher: Look at the first picture ‘What did she do yesterday?’ All together! → Teacher and– Teacher: Look at the first picture. What did she do yesterday?  All together! → Teacher and 
students: ‘She aired the room’. 

– Teacher: Look at the first picture. ‘When did you air the room?’; Student: ‘I aired it on Monday’.
– Teacher: Look at the first picture. ‘What did I do this morning?’; Student: ‘I aired the room’. p g ;

• Dictation (of “exercise” in student lesson 70)
• Exercise
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• Behaviouristic theory of learning

• Any resemblance with Ollendorff’s Method and Berlitz’s Method?• Any resemblance with Ollendorff’s Method and Berlitz’s Method?

• SKILLS PROMOTED: 

– mainly listening, speaking; secondarily, reading, writing

– First Things First favours the inductive learning of patterns and 
vocabulary through drills supported by visuals (pictures) and itvocabulary through drills supported by visuals (pictures), and it 
complies with the basic principle from natural methods that oral 
skills should precede written skills.

– BUT: 
• The dialogues do not extend beyond 2-phase exchanges:

T h ‘Wh did h h ?’– Teacher: ‘When did he phone?’
– Students: ‘He telephoned last night’

• The written exercises are based on short gaps and sentences.The written exercises are based on short gaps and sentences.

• So for this level, developing oral and written skills is not the main 
target but the manipulation of structures (see above) which accountstarget, but the manipulation of structures (see above), which accounts 
for the cognitive processes underlying this unit. 
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• What are the underlying cognitive processes in First 
Things First unit? 
– Start of proceduralisation (similar to L1 

acquisition). But:
• remember the dangers of PRO alone (Unit 6, slide 17!)
• The quite restricted nature of the output practised does• The quite restricted nature of the output practised does 

not allow for complete proceduralisation and 
automatisation

– Some declarative knowledge inductively learned 
through repetition. (See previous point, though, 
concerning the risks of PRO alone!) 
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VI. COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE TEACHING  APPROACH (CLT)
• Functionality of language: language is used as an instrument of y g g g g

communication (Canale and Swain, 1980; Halliday, 1973; Van Ek, 1975; 
Littlewood, 1981; Sánchez, 2009; Savignon, 1997, among others). 

CLT i i l (M 1981)• CLT principles (Morrow, 1981): 

1) Activities should be communicatively useful for students.
2) Activities should operate above the sentence level2) Activities should operate above the sentence level.
3) Activities should include real-life aspects to the communication (e.g. 

information gaps, choice of what to say and feedback to what has been 
said)said).

4) Activities should involve actions (e.g. filling in a form, answering a 
phone)

5) Mistakes should be tolerated as long as they do not interfere with the 
communication. 

• Thus from 1 2 3 and 4:• Thus, from 1, 2, 3 and 4: 
– activity typology in the CLT is very much enriched regarding previous 

methods (remember Unit 7). 
Not only drills and traditional reading (for the practice of structures) but– Not only drills and traditional reading (for the practice of structures), but 
multiple activity types targeted at grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and 
skill development (such as those seen in Unit 7 in the case of skills). 22



• Examples: all the activities from Unit 7!Examples: all the activities from Unit 7!

• Remember: purpose of communication, 
interaction, unfocused receptive skill , p
activities, information gap, role of 
audience in writingaudience in writing …
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